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1 Introduction

A robust finding in economics and psychology is that individuals tend to over-estimate the

probability of high-payoff outcomes (De Bondt and Thaler, 1995). This is concerning if it

leads to sub-optimal decision-making. Previous literature explaining why individuals over-

estimate the probability of high-payoff outcomes typically focuses on overconfidence, which

is the tendency to over-estimate one’s own performance.1 An alternative explanation is

optimism or “wishful thinking”, defined as a tendency to over-estimate the probability of

preferred outcomes (Irwin, 1953; Weinstein, 1980). We argue that previous work confounds

optimism and overconfidence. The reason is that most scenarios in which we discuss overcon-

fidence, such as entrepreneurship or financial decision-making, also contain the possibility

for optimism.2

In this paper, we present results from an experiment designed to study optimism and

overconfidence as distinct, but potentially related phenomena. We make three key con-

tributions, which highlight possible shortcomings associated with studying optimism and

overconfidence in isolation. First, we show that optimism and overconfidence are positively

correlated at the individual level.3 Second, we show that optimism and overconfidence jointly

explain beliefs in settings where (i) individuals must assess their own performance and (ii)

their performance affects their payoffs. Together, these results mean that inferring overcon-

fidence in settings where individuals are optimistic can suffer from omitted variables bias.

Our third result is to demonstrate that ignoring the role of optimism in such settings results

in the misclassification of overconfidence for nearly one-third of our observations.

Our findings are relevant to policies or interventions that affect information acquisition.

For example, recent literature assesses the impact of information interventions, which aim

to “de-bias” beliefs to improve decision-making by providing people with information.4 A

possible difficulty with these types of interventions is that individuals have been shown to

incorporate and process new information differently depending on the type of information

they receive and on the nature of the bias being addressed. For example, Charness, Rusti-

1Moore and Healy (2008) identify three types of overconfidence: (1) over-estimation: believing one’s
own performance or ability is better than it actually is; (2) over-placement: over-estimating one’s own
performance or ability relative to a reference group; and (3) over-precision: over-estimating the precision of
one’s knowledge. Throughout this study, we focus on the first type of overconfidence.

2This is consistent with the discussion in Åstebro et al. (2014) regarding the joint role of optimism and
over-estimation in driving entrepreneurs’ inflated beliefs of success.

3Åstebro, Jeffrey, and Adomdza (2007) report evidence of a similar type of correlation in cognitive biases
in the context of entrepreneurship.

4Information interventions have been studied in a variety of scenarios, including education (Jensen, 2010;
Fryer Jr, 2013; Wiswall and Zafar, 2015), health (Dupas, 2009) and entrepreneurship (Fairlie, Karlan, and
Zinman, 2015).
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chini, and van de Ven (2011) and Ertac (2011) find evidence that individuals update beliefs

differently when receiving objective information versus self-relevant information, and Eil and

Rao (2011) find differences in updating when subjects receive good news as opposed to bad

news. In particular, Ertac (2011) finds that subjects update according to Bayes’ rule when

receiving objective information (e.g., non performance-related), but do not when they receive

self-relevant information (e.g., performance-related). Mobius et al. (2011) show that when

subjects receive information about their IQ score they put full weight on their prior belief,

update asymmetrically (weighting favorable information more heavily than unfavorable in-

formation) and are increasingly averse to receiving new information the more over-confident

they are.5 Our main findings in this paper demonstrate that what is typically interpreted

as overconfidence may instead be optimism and thus interventions targeting overconfidence

may be ineffective for individuals who over-estimate the probability of high-payoff outcomes

because they are optimistic.

Our experiment is designed to test the relationship between two biases, optimism and

overconfidence, distinguishing it from earlier work on both overconfidence and optimism. In

particular, we create a decision environment where we can control which of these biases (nei-

ther, one, or both) are potentially present.6 Further, we argue that since previous research

on overconfidence assesses beliefs in settings that are similar to one of our experimental

treatments, which is designed so that overconfidence and optimism are confounded, they

do not permit a direct test of the relationship between optimism and overconfidence. Our

experimental design is outlined in detail in Section 2, but in what follows we explain its main

features with a simple example.

In our experiment, subjects face an urn containing 1 white ball and 1 black ball and

we elicit a probabilistic belief that a single draw from the urn will be white, paying the

subject for the accuracy of his belief. This is the “Baseline Treatment”, where the elicited

beliefs are referred to as the “Baseline Beliefs” and are denoted zbaseline. To identify op-

timism, we vary whether there is a payoff-favorable outcome (the “Payment Treatment”),

while still incentivizing accuracy. We inform the individual that he will receive a side pay-

ment if a white ball is realized and again elicit his probabilistic belief about the single

draw. This belief is denoted zpayment. Optimism (pessimism) is identified by comparing

the individual’s probabilistic beliefs when white is payoff-favorable versus when it is not.

A subject is optimistic (pessimistic) if his reported belief increases (decreases) when white

becomes payoff-favorable, zpayment > (<)zbaseline. Our definition of optimism is consistent

5Hoffman (2015) also finds evidence of a negative relationship between overconfidence and a willingness-
to-pay for information in a framed field experiment.

6To clarify, our experiment is not designed to identify the types of preferences that permit or explain
optimism or overconfidence.
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with previous work that finds consistent evidence that subjects overweight the probability

of payoff-favorable outcomes that are independent of performance (Irwin, 1953; Weinstein,

1980). Conceptually, optimism can occur if the decision-maker experiences anticipatory util-

ity (Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005; Caplin and Leahy, 2001) or affective decision-making

(Bracha and Brown, 2012), has preferences given by a rank dependent utility (Quiggin, 1982),

or preferences consistent with subjective expected utility but with differing priors (Van den

Steen, 2004) and differing technologies (Santos-Pinto and Sobel, 2005).

To identify overconfidence, we incorporate the individual’s beliefs about their own per-

formance (the “Performance Treatment”). The individual answers an IQ question, where 1

white ball is added to the urn if the individual answers correctly (resulting in an urn with

2 white, 1 black and 1 draw) and does not add any ball otherwise. In other words, the in-

dividual’s performance directly affects the distribution he faces—in this case increasing the

probability that a white ball is drawn. Without feedback on his performance (whether or not

the IQ question was correctly answered), the individual forms a belief about his performance

and, therefore, the number of white balls he is facing. We elicit his belief about the probabil-

ity that the single draw results in white.7 We denote this belief zperformance. We say that the

subject is overconfident (under-confident) in his performance if zperformance > (<)zbaseline.

Overconfidence, can occur, for example, if the decision-maker has belief-based preferences

that permit ego-utility or self-image concerns (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002; Köszegi, 2006)

or limited capability to process information (Rabin and Schrag, 1999; Bénabou and Tirole,

2002; Enke and Zimmermann, 2013). However, our design does eliminate some mechanisms

through which individuals may report over-estimates of their own performance, including

social-signaling (Burks et al., 2013) and strategic deterrence (Charness, Rustichini, and

van de Ven, 2011).

The economic environments we are interested in are those where the individual’s perfor-

mance affects the likelihood that a preferred outcome is realized. Thus, individual decisions

may be influenced by overconfidence and optimism simultaneously (e.g., entrepreneurship

and managerial overconfidence). To simulate this type of environment in the laboratory, we

combine the Payment and Performance Treatments into a “Combined Treatment”, where a

subject can increase the probability that a white ball is drawn through his performance (as

in the Performance Treatment) and receives an additional side payment when a white ball

is drawn (as in the Payment Treatment). Having examined overconfidence and optimism

in isolation, we are able to examine to what degree beliefs in the Combined Treatment are

explained by optimism, overconfidence (or both).

7Following Benôıt and Dubra (2011) and as described in Section 2, we elicit beliefs about full distributions,
which gives a more accurate description of subjects’ beliefs.
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Empirically, overconfidence is difficult to identify since it often occurs in environments,

such as our Combined Treatment, where it is potentially confounded with optimism. Pre-

vious experimental literature has cleanly identified overconfidence (e.g., Burks et al. (2013);

Ewers and Zimmermann (2015)) or optimism (e.g., Weinstein (1980); Ito (1990); Mayraz

(2011); Coutts (2014); Barron (2015); however, they do not consider both simultaneously.

Herein lies our contribution. By considering both biases at once, our experimental design

allows us to assess whether optimism and overconfidence are independent and, moreover,

whether biases in the Combined Treatment are an accurate measure of overconfidence.8 As

we show, the independence assumption is rejected. Moreover, optimism and overconfidence

are significant components of the belief biases in the Combined Treatment. This means

that measures of belief bias, in settings similar to the Combined Treatment, are not only

capturing overconfidence, but are also capturing optimism.

Consider a concrete example. Malmendier and Tate (2008) classify a CEO as over-

confident if he is personally over-exposed to company-specific risk. The idea is that he is

overconfident because he over-estimates the value of his company. While this may indeed be

evidence of overconfidence, we argue that the observed behavior may also arise from opti-

mism since the CEO’s pay presumably rises with the company’s value. Further, if optimism

and overconfidence are correlated and if both lead to over-estimation of firm value, then the

inferred role of CEO overconfidence is likely to be biased upward. If the CEO is misclassified

as overconfident, then interventions may be of limited effectiveness. Similar arguments can

be made about studies relating overconfidence to market over-entry (Koellinger, Minniti,

and Schade, 2007) and competition (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our experiment

and Section 3 describes the experimental data. In Section 4, we present our main results.

Section 5 contains results from a series of sensitivity analyses. Section 6 concludes.

2 Experimental Design

The purpose of our experimental design is to separately measure optimism and overconfidence

and to relate these measures to beliefs in a setting where both biases can occur, i.e., a setting

where subject performance can influence the probability of preferred outcomes.

Each subject completes a common task facing four experimental treatments (described

below). The common task is to report probabilistic beliefs about realizations from six dis-

8A previously untested assumption that has been used to identify overconfidence is that it is independent
of optimism (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Hoelzl and Rustichini, 2005; Blavatskyy, 2009).
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tributions. The distributions are presented as computerized jars with various compositions

of white and black balls. Subjects know the number of white and black balls in each jar and

the number of balls that will be drawn from the jar and they are asked to report cumulative

probabilities about the likelihood of a certain number of white balls being drawn. We elicit

subjects’ beliefs about the entire distribution. Distributions can be divided into two classes:

single-draw (where one ball is drawn) and three-draw (where three balls are drawn). For

single-draw distributions, one ball is drawn and subjects form beliefs about whether the

drawn ball is white or black. In three-draw distributions, three balls are drawn and subjects

form beliefs that at least one, at least two and at least three are white.9

To incentivize reports of probabilistic beliefs, we pay subjects according to the quadratic

scoring rule (QSR) (Brier, 1950; Murphy and Winkler, 1970). For each draw of each distri-

bution and under each experimental treatment, a score is computed, which leads to a higher

expected payment when the realized draw is closer to the reported belief.10 The score is

computed as follows:

SCORE =

{
10− 10 ∗ [reported belief− 1]2 if event occurs

10− 10 ∗ [reported belief− 0]2 if event does not occur.

Each of the four treatments described below were presented as separate Tasks. Subjects

completed all of the questions in a single Task before moving on to the next Task. Within

Task, the order of the distributions was randomized and a single Task (i.e. treatment) was

randomly chosen at the end for payment. We have run sessions where Tasks are completed

in 5 different orders, which allows us to control for order and test for robustness of our results

when the experiment is run in different orders.11

The experiment was conducted at Washington University in Saint Louis in the MISSEL

9In the appendix, we provide additional details on the experiment, including screen shots of the comput-
erized interface along with discussion of the comprehension quizzes and order of treatments. On each screen,
the computerized jar is displayed on the left side and a series of questions about the jar on the right side.
Subjects move the cursor to indicate a percent chance of a certain number of white balls being drawn from
the jar. The numerical value corresponding to the position of the cursor is displayed next to the number
line.

10We chose to incentivize beliefs using the QSR because of its simplicity, although it is only incentive-
compatible under the assumption of risk-neutrality. Risk aversion causes subjects’ probabilistic reports to
tend towards 0.5. This tendency towards 0.5 would occur in each treatment as subjects are incentivized
with the QSR throughout the experiment. A binary lottery implementation of the quadratic scoring rule
is theoretically incentive compatible and robust to risk preferences (McKelvey and Page, 1990), but exper-
imental evidence suggests that it does not successfully induce risk-neutrality (Selten, Sadrieh, and Abbink,
1999) and the cognitive burden imposed on subjects may result in less reliable reports than the deterministic
quadratic scoring rule (Rabin and Thaler, 2001).

11Within each of the five treatment orders, the order of the distributions was randomized at the subject-
level. In Appendix A, we demonstrate robustness of main results to order effects.
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laboratory. Subjects were recruited via ORSEE (Greiner, 2015) and the experiment was

conducted in Z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). In total 125 subjects participated in 15 sessions.

On average, sessions lasted approximately 90 minutes and subjects earned $25 USD.

2.1 Treatments

The experiment is a within-subject 2 × 2 design, meaning subjects face all four treatment

combinations: the Baseline Treatment, the Payment Treatment, the Performance Treatment

and the Combined (Payment + Performance) Treatment. The Baseline Treatment elicits

beliefs about known distributions and pays subjects for the accuracy of those probabilistic

beliefs. Similarly, the Payment, Performance and Combined Treatments also pay subjects

for the accuracy of beliefs, but each have an additional treatment manipulation that will

be described below. In all treatments, the order of the distributions is randomized. For

reference, Table 1 summarizes the four experimental treatments.

In the Payment Treatment, in addition to being paid for the accuracy of beliefs, subjects

are induced to prefer that white balls, instead of black balls, be drawn from the jar. This is

operationalized by giving subjects a lottery ticket (side payment) that is independent of their

payment for belief accuracy and increases in expected value when more white balls are drawn.

If the Payment Treatment is chosen for payment, then subjects have the opportunity to play

out the side payment associated with the number of white balls drawn. The side payment

pays 10 USD with a probability equal to total white drawn
max white possible

and 0 otherwise. The denominator

“max white possible” is the maximum number of white balls that can be drawn in each

experimental treatment and is discussed below.

In the Performance Treatment, subjects’ performance on an IQ task influences which

distribution they face. Distributions subjects face are summarized in Table 2. For simplicity,

first consider the single-draw distributions. Subjects start facing Distribution 1 and are then

asked a single IQ question. The subject is told that if he answers it correctly then another

white ball will be added to his jar, in which case he faces Distribution 2 (2 white, 1 black,

and 1 draw). Without feedback on the IQ question (i.e., the subject does not know whether

the answer is correct), the subject reports his belief about the likelihood that the one draw

from the jar is a white ball. In the three-draw distributions the subject is asked to perform

the exact same exercise. The only difference is that the subject starts in Distribution 3 (the

starting distribution in the three-draw class) and answers three IQ questions. A white ball

is added to the jar for each correctly answered IQ question, resulting in a final distribution

that corresponds to either Distribution 3, 4, 5, or 6 (see Table 2 for clarification). Without

feedback, the subject is asked about the likelihood that 0, 1, 2, or 3 draws from the jar
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consist of white balls.

To gauge performance in the Performance Treatment, we ask subjects to answer multiple

choice IQ questions from the Mensa Quiz book (Grosswirth, Salny, and Stillson, 1999).12

Multiple choice questions are chosen to avoid open-ended questions and subject confusion.

The Mensa Quiz book also reports the percentage of quiz-takers that answered a given

question correctly. This allows us to select questions of similar difficulty level, controlling for

any complications that may arise from the “hard-easy” effect (Lichtenstein and Fischhoff,

1977). We pay $2 for each correct IQ question so that subjects do not have an incentive

to purposely give an incorrect answer to an IQ question to increase his certainty about the

distribution he faces.

In the Combined Treatment, we simultaneously apply the Payment Treatment and the

Performance Treatment. Not only can subjects expect to make more money when more

white balls are drawn from the jar (via the same side payment as in the Payment Treatment),

but they can also influence the number of white balls in the jar by correctly answering IQ

questions in the same manner as in the Performance Treatment. Thus, in the Combined

Treatment, subjects can increase the likelihood of a higher-payoff outcome. In this sense,

the Combined Treatment contains the elements that are similar to scenarios outside of the

laboratory. In many contexts, such as starting a business, individual performance increases,

but does not guarantee, the likelihood of higher-payoff outcomes.

Table 1, which summarizes experimental treatments, highlights differences between the

Payment and Performance Treatments. It also emphasizes how the Combined Treatment

combines elements from the Payment and Performance Treatments. Table 2 summarizes the

six distributions and how they relate to each other. Table 2 illustrates how we chose the

six distributions used in the experiment so that subjects in the Performance Treatment or

the Combined Treatment will always end up facing one of the six distributions that they

face in the Baseline and Payment Treatments. This means that we can make within-subject

comparisons for the same distribution and the same treatment.

Table 3 summarizes the information that is collected from each experimental subject.

The table shows how many times a subject faces a given distribution-treatment dyad. For

example, Table 3 shows that each subject starts out facing Distribution 6 twice, once in the

Baseline Treatment and once in the Payment Treatment. In the Baseline and the Payment

Treatments, beliefs were elicited 6 times, once for each of the distributions. In the Perfor-

mance and the Combined Treatments, subjects start in Distribution 1 twice and can move

to Distribution 2 if they answer 1 IQ questions correctly. In both treatments, subjects also

12This task was also used in Grossman and Owens (2012) and in Owens, Grossman, and Fackler (2014).
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start in Distribution 3 twice and can move to 4,5 or 6 if they answer 1,2 or 3 IQ questions

correctly. In total, beliefs were therefore elicited 20 times for each individual. In the Pay-

ment Treatment, the maximum of number of white balls that can be drawn is 16 (if every

ball drawn in each of the six distributions is white). In the Performance and the Combined

Treatment, the maximum number of white balls that can be drawn is 8 (1 white ball each of

the two times subjects begin in the single-draw distributions and 3 white balls each of the

two times subjects begin in the three-draw distributions).

2.2 Key Features of the Experimental Design

In this section, we elaborate on two key features of our experiment: (1) the within-subject

design and (2) the single unified task used across treatments. The within-subject design is

crucial as it allows us to test whether optimism and overconfidence are correlated at the

individual-level and to thereby evaluate whether inferences about overconfidence in settings

where optimism is possible are problematic. We elicit a set of Baseline Beliefs as a comparison

(rather than comparing against the objective distribution) since there may be systematic

departures from the objective distribution. The use of an individual-level control means

that any factors that affects individual reports uniformly across treatments, including poor

mathematical skills or curvature of the utility function, do not drive our results as they

are effectively netted out. For example, if poor math skills lead a subject to over-estimate

probabilities, then the over-estimation induced by poor math skills occurs in all treatments,

including the Baseline Treatment. Thus, we are able to net out its impact on reported beliefs

and to isolate the experimental treatment effects.13

A second key feature of our experimental design is that the variable of interest in all

treatments is the subject’s probabilistic belief about white balls drawn from a jar with one

of six mixtures of white and black balls. This commonality across treatments means that it

is straightforward to compare magnitudes of optimism and overconfidence at the individual-

level, as well as to directly relate beliefs reported in the Combined Treatment to beliefs

reported in the Payment and Performance Treatments.14

13In Appendix B, we show how relying on within-subject shifts helps to dispel concerns about risk aversion.
Still, we note that it is possible for individuals to hedge in the payment treatment. If so, then we would
under-estimate the degree to which subjects are optimistic.

14We never directly ask subjects about their own assessment of their performance on the IQ questions since
our experimental design allows us to impute the subject’s belief about the probability of having correctly
answered. Alternatively, it is possible to elicit the subject’s belief about his performance and then impute
zperformance. However, doing so would mean we lose uniformity of the experimental task across treatments
and also raise the subjects’ cognitive burden. In Section 5, as part of a robustness test, we impute the
subject-specific p̂ in the single-draw distribution.
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3 Data Description and Preliminary Analysis

In this section, we describe the data generated by the experiment, explain how we construct

measures of optimism and overconfidence and then conduct a preliminary data analysis.

3.1 Data Generated by the Experiment

125 individuals across 15 sessions were asked to report beliefs about the number of white

balls being drawn from six different distributions and under four different experimental

treatments. From Table 3 recall that we elicit beliefs 20 times for each individual. This

results in 2,500 observations (where each observation is a subject-distribution dyad). Given

our design, it is possible that we see the same individual in the same treatment and facing

the same distribution more than once. For example, suppose the individual answers 0 IQ

questions correctly both times he faces Distribution 1 in the Performance Treatment. Then

he reports Performance Treatment beliefs for Distribution 1 twice. In such cases, we average

over the individual’s responses, which means we drop 204 observations, leaving us with

2,296.15 Additionally, we drop 52 observations in which individual reports are not consistent

with positive marginal probabilities, leaving 2,244 observations.16 Table 4 shows how many

of these observations correspond to each distribution-treatment dyad. Recall that starting

distributions are not the same as the distributions subjects actually face in the Performance

and Combined Treatments, where the number of white balls is endogenous to performance

on the IQ task.

Using the 2,244 observations from the Baseline, Payment, Performance and Combined

Treatments, we demonstrate the importance of using the Baseline Treatment beliefs to es-

tablish within-subject shifts in beliefs. Figure 1 plots the average cumulative distribution

functions elicited in under each treatment by distribution, as well as each of the objective

distributions. Figure 1 shows that, on average, the beliefs in the Baseline Treatment differ

from the objective distribution, indicating that departures from the objective distribution

occur for reasons other than the treatment manipulations. To explore this a bit further, we

use the 726 observations from the Baseline Treatment and regress the absolute deviation of

the Baseline Treatment belief from the objective distribution. Table 5 presents these results,

showing that the size of the deviation decreases in IQ (Column [1]), increases in the three-

draw distributions (Column [2]), is smaller for males than females (Column [3]) and is robust

15Alternatively, we could randomly choose one set of beliefs. Main results are robust to these changes.
16For example, if a subject reports that the probability of drawing either one or two white balls is 20% and

that the probability of drawing one white ball is 40%, answers are not consistent with probabilistic beliefs.
Results are unchanged if these observations are re-coded to be consistent with non-negative probabilities.
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to order effect dummies (Column [4]). Thus, if we ignored the baseline belief differences at

the individual-level, and instead used the objective distribution as our point of comparison

for the Payment, Performance and Combined Treatment, then we would mis-measure the

effect of each of the treatment manipulations on beliefs.

3.2 Variables Measuring Optimism and Overconfidence

To construct our measures of optimism and overconfidence, we use the beliefs elicited in

the Baseline Treatment to establish a subject-level control. To do this, our measures of

optimism (overconfidence) is the average difference between the Baseline Treatment belief

and the Payment (Performance) Treatment belief at the subject-distribution level.

Formally, for individual i facing distribution d under treatment τ , we define shifts relative

to Baseline Beliefs as follows:

shifti,d,τ ≡
1

Md

Md∑
m=1

[zi,d,m,τ −Objectived,m]− [zi,d,m,τ=B −Objectived,m]

=
1

Md

Md∑
m=1

[zi,d,m,τ − zi,d,m,τ=Baseline] . (1)

where Md is the number of draws for distribution d, zi,d,m,τ are beliefs reported by individual

i facing draw m of distribution d under treatment τ , where

τ ∈ {Baseline, Payment, Performance, Combined}.

The variable shift is defined at the subject-distribution level, and is the average difference

between beliefs reported under treatment τ and beliefs reported under the Baseline Treat-

ment (τ = Baseline). In the Payment Treatment, shift captures optimism by measuring

how a subject’s belief changes due to the presence of a side payment for white balls. In

the Performance Treatment, shift captures overconfidence by measuring how much a sub-

ject’s belief changes when his performance affects the distribution of white balls. In the

Combined Treatment, shift captures changes in beliefs when a subject can affect the dis-

tribution through his own performance and also receive side payments for each white ball

that is drawn.17 Shifts relative to the Baseline Beliefs under the Payment, Performance

and Combined Treatments are referred to “Optimistic Shifts”, “Overconfident Shifts”and

17As an alternative to the variable shift, we could instead use elicited beliefs to compute an expected
value, i.e., the expected number of white balls. See Appendix C for further discussion.
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“Combined Treatment Shifts”, respectively.18 It is worth mentioning that shift is only one

possible way to measure optimism and overconfidence. After presenting our main results

in Section 4 using this definition of shift, in Section 5, we conduct a series of sensitivity

analyses, which includes analysis using alternative measures of optimism and overconfidence.

We demonstrate that main results are robust to these alternatives.

Finally, because our definition of shift in equation (1) subtracts out Baseline Beliefs, it is

only defined for the Payment, Performance and Combined Treatments and therefore reduces

the number of observations in the analysis by 726, resulting in 2,244−726=1,518 observations

for which shift is defined. Our data consists of 738 Optimistic Shifts, 385 Overconfident

Shifts and 395 Combined Treatment Shifts. Of the 125 individuals in the sample, 59 are

male and 66 are female.

3.3 Average Treatment Effects

In this section, we study average treatment effects for the 1,518 observations of the variable

shift defined in equation (1). In Figure 2, we plot histograms of shift for all 1,518 by

treatment. We demonstrate that the mode in all three panels is zero, meaning that a plurality

of subjects shows no significant departures in their reported beliefs from their Baseline

Treatment beliefs across treatments. However, there are non-zero observations, which means

that some subjects are optimistic (pessimistic) and overconfident (under-confident).

To further examine average treatment effects, in Table 6, we present estimates from

OLS regressions where the outcome variable is shift and explanatory variables include ex-

perimental treatments (payment, performance or combined), gender, correctly answered IQ

questions.19 The specification we use is

shifti,d,τ =
∑
τ

1[treatment = τ ]ψτ +Xi,dδ + ei,d,τ (2)

We also include distribution and order dummy variables. In the first specification (Col-

umn [1]), we only control for treatments and find that the Payment Only treatment induces

no average shift, but that the Performance and Combined Treatments lead people to over-

estimate the number of white balls (relative to the Baseline Beliefs).20

18In Appendix D, we provide formal definitions of optimism and overconfidence. We use these definitions
to derive definitions for Optimistic Shifts and Overconfident Shifts.

19In all regressions, we cluster standard errors by individual to account for within-individual correlation
in the disturbance. Doing so does not drive our results.

20This is consistent with other laboratory studies of optimism, which find small average treatment effects
in pure optimism (Barron, 2015).
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However, once we control for possible order effects by adding dummy variables for each

order (Column [2]) and distribution dummy variables (Column[3]) we find a significant in-

crease in the estimated treatment effects. Finally, in Columns [4] and [5] we control for

gender and IQ, measured as the total number of correctly answered IQ questions during the

entire experiment.21 We find that, on average, men and women are equally likely to over-

estimate the number of white balls that are drawn and that the treatment effects decrease in

the number of correctly answered IQ questions. One possibility is that answering more IQ

questions correctly is indicative of a stronger ability to calculate probabilities, which means

that individuals might be less prone to shift in response to experimental treatments.22 Col-

umn [6] is consistent with this interpretation since answering more IQ questions does not

directly affect the distribution in the Payment Treatment, but subjects who answered more

IQ questions correctly also display smaller treatment effects in the Payment Only Treatment.

3.4 Relating Within-Subject Shifts Across Treatments

In our main analysis in Section 4, we relate Optimistic, Overconfident and Combined Treat-

ment Shifts at the individual-level. Doing so places additional burden on the data because

it requires that an individual be observed in the same distribution for each treatment, which

does not necessarily occur in the Performance and Combined Treatments since the subject’s

IQ performance affects the distribution faced.

Table 7 summarizes the number of observations where this is possible. There are 125

subjects and 1,518 observations of the variable shift from equation (1). Recall, there are

738 shifts in the Payment Treatment, 385 shifts in the Performance Treatment and 395 shifts

in the Combined Treatment. On the lower part of Table 7, where we describe the sample

for the main analysis, we show that there are 383 individuals observed in both the payment

and the performance treatments. We use these individuals to identify how Optimistic and

Overconfident Shifts relate at the individual level. Finally, there are 247 observations where

the same individual faces the same distribution in the Payment, Performance and Combined

Treatments. These observations are used to identify how Optimistic and Overconfidence

Shifts explain Combined Treatment shifts.23

21Throughout the experiment, subjects are asked to answer 16 IQ questions. The mean number of correct
answers across subjects is 9.23 and the standard deviation is 0.53.

22A second possibility is that subjects who answer more IQ questions correctly are also more likely to
(correctly) believe that they have given the right answer, in which case uncertainty over which urn they face
is reduced. However, controlling for distribution effects should rule out this possibility.

23One potential concern is that our main results are therefore estimated on a selected sample and that our
results are therefore biased. In Section 5, we show that results are robust if we instead average individual
shifts in each treatment across distributions. This helps to dispel concerns that our main results are driven
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4 Main Results

In this section, we present our main results. They are (i) optimism and overconfidence are

positively correlated; (ii) both optimism and overconfidence help to explain why individuals

facing uncertainty over-estimate high-payoff outcomes; and (iii) misclassification of under and

over-confidence occurs if the correlation between optimism and overconfidence is ignored.

4.1 How Optimism Relates to Overconfidence

In this section, we study the relationship between optimism and overconfidence by relating

Optimistic Shifts and Overconfident Shifts. In Figure 3, we plot Optimistic Shifts against

Overconfident Shifts. We use the 383 observations where the same individual is observed in

the Baseline, Payment and Performance Treatments for the same distribution. The figure

shows clear evidence of a positive relationship. The interpretation is that optimistic individ-

uals tend to be overconfident, while pessimistic individuals tend to be under-confident.

Next, we ask if this correlation is robust when we control for different sets of covariates.

Using the same sample of 383 observations, we use OLS to estimate equations of the following

form:

shifti,d,performance = shifti,d,paymentφ1 +Xi,dβ1 + εi,d,τ (3)

Results are presented in Table 8. In the first four specifications, we add varying sets of

controls and find that the correlation between optimism and overconfidence is positive and

significant. Column [1] of Table 8 suggests that a 10 percentage point increase in a subject’s

optimism is associated with 6.6 percentage point increase in his overconfidence. Next, we

show that gender and IQ do not affect the relationship.24 In the fourth column, we limit

attention to the 247 observations that we use in subsequent analysis, where we observe the

individual in the same distribution in the Payment, Performance and Combined Treatment,

which is the sample we will use to study to explain Combined Treatment Shifts (refer back

to Table 7). Finally, in Column [5], we permit a second-order polynomial and find that the

coefficient is significant and positive. This pattern is consistent with the relationship evident

in Figure 3, which shows that the positive correlation is stronger at higher levels.25

by selection bias.
24We also fully interact optimistic shifts with the various orders that subjects performed each treatment.

While there is some variation, only in one of five orders do we find a weaker correlation that is not significantly
different from zero. Details are found in Appendix A.

25An alternative specification would be to include an interaction of shifti,d,payment when it is positive.
When we do this, we find that the coefficient on the interaction is positive. However, it is insignificant at
conventional levels (p = 0.12).
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4.2 How Optimism and Overconfidence Affect Beliefs

Next, we relate overconfidence and optimism to shifts in the Combined Treatment to assess

how optimism and overconfidence relate to beliefs in a setting where both may be present.

We use the 247 observations where the same individual faced the same distribution in all

four treatments. We begin by separately plotting optimism and overconfidence with shifts

in the Combined Treatment (Panel 4(a) and Panel 4(b) of Figure 4, respectively). In both

cases, there is clear evidence of positive correlation. Next, we regress shifts in the Combined

Treatment onto optimism and overconfidence using the following equation.

shifti,d,combined = shifti,d,paymentφ2 + shifti,d,performanceφ3 +Xi,dβ2 + ηi,d,τ (4)

Estimates are in Table 9. Columns [1] and [2] show that overconfidence and optimism

are positively correlated to shifts in the Combined Treatment, respectively. In Column

[3], we regress shifts in the Combined Treatment onto both Optimistic and Overconfident

Shifts. Since optimism and overconfidence are positively correlated, the estimates shrink in

comparison to Column [1] and [2] due to omitted variables bias. Comparing Columns [1]

and [3], the coefficient on Overconfident Shift falls from 0.65 to 0.50 when we control for

Optimistic Shifts. Comparing Columsn [2] and [3], the coefficient on Optimistic Shifts falls

from 0.59 to 0.27 when we control for Overconfident shifts. This finding is concerning as it

means that inferring overconfidence in scenarios where individuals also have preferences over

outcomes is susceptible to omitted variables bias due to the presence of optimism.

4.3 Misclassification of Overconfidence

A key motivation underlying our experimental design is our claim that overconfidence can

be confounded with optimism. According to our results, in scenarios where individuals are

prone to both overconfidence and optimism (i.e., our Combined Treatment), attributing over-

estimation solely to overconfidence results in an omitted variable bias due to the presence of

optimism. Nevertheless, as we pointed out in Section 1, previous literature uses beliefs akin

to those measured in our Combined Treatment (where both optimism and overconfidence

may be present) to identify overconfidence. In this section, we explore the degree of misclas-

sification that results from this approach: how wrong are we, as the researcher, if we ignore

optimism and only elicit beliefs in “Combined Treatments” and call it overconfidence?

First, we formally test whether beliefs shifts in the Combined Treatment are equal to

beliefs shifts in the Performance Treatment (overconfidence) using an F -test of the joint

hypothesis that φ2 = 1 and φ3 = 0 in equation (4). We conduct this test for each of the
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models presented in Table 9 and, in each case, we reject the null hypothesis at the 1% level.

The F-statistic ranges between 10.85 and 16.96. Thus we can soundly reject the hypothesis

that belief biases in the Combined Treatment are equal to belief biases in the Performance

Treatment. In other words, our experiment casts doubt on the reliability of measuring

overconfidence using beliefs in scenarios where individuals have preferences over outcomes

and can therefore form optimistic beliefs.

Second, Figure 5 plots beliefs in the Combined Treatment against beliefs in the Perfor-

mance Treatment, where the x-axis is belief shifts in the Performance Treatment (overcon-

fidence) and the y-axis is beliefs shifts in the Combined Treatment. If overconfidence is

equivalent to beliefs in the Combined Treatment, then the data should fall on the 45-degree

line. We can reject the null hypothesis that the 45-degree line provides a good fit for the

data (p-value<0.01).

We identify four types of misclassification; observations in (1) the upper-left quadrant;

(2) the lower-right quadrant; (3) along the x-axis (excluding the origin); and (4) along

the y-axis (excluding the origin). In the upper-left (lower-right) quadrant, the bias in the

Combined Treatment is positive (negative), but the bias in the Performance Treatment is

negative (positive). That is, if the researcher relies on beliefs in the Combined Treatment

to infer overconfidence, then in 9% of the observations an under-confident individual is mis-

classified as over-confident (p-value<0.001) and in 6% of the observations an over-confident

individual is mis-classified as under-confident (p-value<0.001). Thus, 15% of observations

are mis-classified with an opposite belief bias.

A related error occurs if an observation lies on the y-axis (but not including the origin).

In these cases, the individual is neither overconfident nor under-confident when we account

for the role of optimism, but is classified as such if the researcher relies on beliefs in the

Combined Treatment to infer overconfidence. This occurs in 7% of cases. The fourth error

occurs for observations on the x-axis (not including the origin), where the individual is not

classified as over- or under-confident using beliefs in the Combined Treatment, even though

the individual is. This classification error occurs in 7% of cases. In total, misclassification

occurs in 29% of observations.

The remaining 71% of the data lie in the upper-right and lower-left quadrant, indicating

that the direction of the bias in the Combined Treatment and Performance Treatment are

the same. However, even if we restrict our analysis to just this subset we can reject the

null hypothesis that the 45-degree line in Figure 5 fits the data (p-value<0.01). Thus, for

this set of observations, we would correctly classify the individual as overconfident or under-

confident, but the magnitude of the bias is still mis-estimated.
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5 Robustness

In this section, we assess the robustness of our main results. First, we show that our main

results hold when we use an alternative shift definition. Next, we examine the problem of

selection by averaging treatment effects within individuals and across distributions. Finally,

we assess robustness of results if overconfidence is defined as mis-calibration, another widely

studied bias. In general, we demonstrate that our main results are robust to these different

specifications.

5.1 Alternative Specification of Optimism and Overconfidence

In this section, we present a robustness check by discussing alternative measures of optimism

and overconfidence, which amounts to re-defining the variable shifti,d,τ . Using equation 1

to relate optimism and overconfidence is possibly over-restrictive by requiring a proportional

relationship between the Baseline beliefs and the other righthand-side treatment beliefs. An

alternative, more flexible, approach is to directly use the treatment belief zi,d,m,τ , reported

by individual i facing draw m of distribution d under treatment τ .

To account for individual heterogeneity in how subjects respond to questions about be-

liefs, we include Baseline Beliefs (zi,d,m,Baseline) as additional regressor. Using this approach,

we compare treatment responses in the Payment and Performance Treatments and then

assess how beliefs in the Combined Treatment relate to responses in the Payment and Per-

formance Treatments. We estimate

zi,d,performance = zi,d,paymentφ
A1
1 + zi,d,Baselineφ

A1
2 +Xi,dβ

A1
1 + εA1i,d,τ (5)

and
zi,d,combined = zi,d,paymentφ

A1
3 + zi,d,performanceφ

A1
4

+ zi,d,Baselineφ
A1
5 +Xi,dβ

A1
2 + ηA1i,d,τ

(6)

Estimating equations (5) and (6) are comparable to estimating equation (3) and (4), re-

spectively, where the goal is of the former is to assess within-individual correlation between

optimism and overconfidence and the goal of the latter is to assess how optimism and over-

confidence jointly drive beliefs when individuals are potentially prone to both biases. The

results of these regressions are presented in Tables 10 and 11 and are qualitatively equivalent

to our main results.

In Tables 10 and 11, the unit of observation changes from the individual-distribution level

to the individual-distribution-draw level since we are no longer taking an average difference
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between the Baseline treatment belief and the other treatment beliefs, resulting in 1,849

observations at the individual-distribution-draw level. When comparing optimism and over-

confidence in Table 10, we rely on observations where the same individual and distribution

are observed under both the Payment and the Performance Treatments, which occurs for 870

observations. In Column [5] of Table 10, we relate optimism and overconfidence for focussing

on the 527 observations used in Table 11 to study how optimism and overconfidence predict

beliefs in the Combined Treatment. To relate optimism and overconfidence to Combined

Treatment Shifts in Table 11, we rely on the 527 individual-distribution-draw observations

where the same individual and distribution are observed under the Payment, Performance

and Combined Treatments.

5.2 Leveraging Multiple Observations for Each Individual

Next, we describe a robustness test that exploits the multiple measures of the variable shift

(i.e., across distributions) from equation (1) for each individual in our sample. Recall that

due to our within-individual design, our main results are estimated using a sample of obser-

vations where the same individual faces the same distribution under multiple experimental

treatments. This does not occur in all cases since the distribution subjects face in the Per-

formance and Combined Treatments is a function of the number of correctly answered IQ

questions.

One concern is that this is a selected subsample and that estimates are therefore biased.

To assess robustness of our results using a larger sample of subjects, we average the shift

variable for each individual in the single-draw distributions and also in the three-draw distri-

butions. This results in two observations per individual in each treatment, however, in the

three-draw distributions there are two missing observations due to non-monotonicity in the

Baseline Beliefs. This results in 125 Optimistic, Overconfident and Combined Treatment

shifts for the single-draw distributions and 123 Optimistic, Overconfident and Combined

Treatment Shifts for the three-draw distributions. Using these alternative shift variables, we

replicate our main specifications from equations (3) and (4) and obtain qualitatively equiv-

alent results, which are presented in Table 12. This helps to dispel concerns that our main

results are biased since they are estimated on a relatively small sub-sample of individuals

for whom we observe shifts for the same distribution across all treatments.26

26In a related robustness check, we address the possibility that our results are driven by measurement
error. In a recent paper, Gillen, Snowberg, and Yariv (2015) show that measurement error can bias main
experimental effects downward (attenuation bias) so that “new” secondary or interaction effects are inflated.
To assess robustness or our results to measurement error, we again make use of the fact that we have multiple
measures of shift for each individual in each treatment. For each treatment, we use multiple observed shifts
per individual to identify underlying factors that are purged of measurement error. In results available from
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5.3 Measuring Overconfidence as Miscalibration

Finally, we show that our main results are robust if we measure overconfidence as mis-

calibration. Within the context of our IQ task, Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, and Phillips (1977)

define an individual as well-calibrated if their beliefs about the number of correctly IQ

questions are on average correct, without requiring the individual to know exactly which of

the IQ questions he answered correctly.

Our within-subject design means that we never directly ask subjects about their own

assessment of their performance on the IQ questions. However, we can impute the subject’s

belief that he gave a correct answer, p̂, in the single-draw distributions from equation 7,

where zi,d1,baseline and zi,d2,baseline are the Baseline Beliefs in distribution 1 and distribution

2, respectively and let zi,d,performance be his elicited belief in the Performance Treatment.

27

zi,d,performance = p̂× zi,d2,baseline + (1− p̂)× zi,d1,baseline. (7)

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) shows the distribution of p̂ in the single-draw distribution. Figure

6(a) shows that subjects who answered incorrectly have a mean belief of .53, but that the

distribution is highly bimodal- the majority of subjects believe with certainty that their

answer was correct (p̂ = 1) or incorrect (p̂ = 0). On the other hand, Figure 6(b) shows that

among subjects who answered correctly, the mean belief is .81 while the majority of subjects

believe they answered correctly (p̂ = 1).

Under our current definition, if a subject’s probabilistic reports imply p̂ = 0.55 and, in

reality, his answer was incorrect, then our measure classifies him as being overconfident.

However, if the subject answers, on average, 55% of the IQ questions correctly, then p̂ =

0.55 is well-calibrated (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, and Phillips, 1977). To measure calibration,

we subtract the subject’s overall proportion of correct IQ answers, q, from the imputed

probabilistic report of a correct IQ answer, p̂. If p̂ > (<) q then the subject is over-

calibrated (under-calibrated). Figure 7 shows the distribution of the calibration measure,

which has a mean 0.10 and standard deviation 0.42.

Next, we replicate equation 3 using the calibration measure as our measure of overcon-

the authors, we show that our main results are robust to this type of factor analysis.
27Suppose the subject starts by facing Distribution 1. If he answers the IQ question correctly, he moves to

Distribution 2. If not, he remains in Distribution 1. From the Baseline Treatment, we know his belief about
the probability of 1 white ball drawn from Distribution 1 and Distribution 2, which we denote zd1i,d1,baseline
and zd2baseline, respectively. Let p̂ be the probability the subject places on having answered the IQ question
correctly and let zperformance be his elicited belief in the performance only treatment about the probability
that 1 white ball is drawn from the jar. Then, the only unknown is p̂, which can be found using equation 7.
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fidence. We find a significant positive correlation between miscalibration and optimism:

subjects who are over-calibrated (under-calibrated) are also more likely to be optimistic

(pessimistic).

Finally, in Columns [2] and [3] we replicate equation 3 and equation 4, but restrict the

sample to those subjects who are particularly mis-calibrated. In particular, we restrict our

sample to those subjects for whom | p̂− q |> 0.1, although our results are robust to various

thresholds. Results are reported in Table 13 and show qualitatively similar relationships to

results in Tables 8 and 9.

6 Conclusion

We contribute to a large literature in belief biases by showing how relationships between

biases can affect inference. Overconfidence has been identified as a widespread phenomenon,

affecting financial, entrepreneurial and managerial decision-making. We show that the cor-

relation between optimism and overconfidence implies that individuals can be classified as

overconfident when they are not. Beyond the issue of mis-identifying overconfidence, our

findings raise concerns regarding interventions aimed at de-biasing beliefs to encourage in-

formed decision-making, e.g., information interventions.

For example, overconfidence has been widely linked to the high failure rates of new busi-

ness ventures. Aspiring entrepreneurs over-estimate the probability of success, leading to

over-entry (Cooper, Woo, and Dunkelberg, 1988; Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Koellinger,

Minniti, and Schade, 2007). Thus, information aimed at de-biasing entrepreneurial overcon-

fidence may result in lower failure rates and a more efficient allocation of both private and

public resources that finance small businesses that are likely to fail. Fairlie, Karlan, and Zin-

man (2015) present results from a large scale field experiment, Growing America Through

Entrepreneurship (GATE), aimed at improving outcomes for aspiring entrepreneurs and

small business owners through training and information. At best, the results of this large

intervention are mixed: failure rates abate in the short-run, but not in the long-run. Mixed

results in these types of training and information interventions are also found in other con-

texts, such as education.28

Our results suggest that the presence of overconfidence is correlated with the presence

of optimism. If optimism also drives a large proportion of entrepreneurial over-entry, then

information designed to de-bias overconfident individuals may prove ineffective. Future work

28For example, Jensen (2010) finds positive effects of giving Dominican students and their parents infor-
mation on the returns to education, while Fryer Jr (2013) finds no significant changes in the behavior of
Oklahoma City public school students after receiving a host of information about the returns to education.
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could assess whether information interventions have had mixed results because they target

the wrong bias. For example, an open question is whether designing information interventions

for potential entrepreneurs that take optimism into account would prove more effective than

current interventions.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Summary of Experimental Treatments

Payment for Side Payment for White Balls Added to
Treatments Belief Accuracy White Balls Drawn Jar for Correct Answers
Baseline Yes No No
Payment Yes Yes No
Performance Yes No Yes
Combined Yes Yes Yes

This table summarizes the main features of each of the four experimental treatments.

Table 2: Summary of Distributions Subjects Face

Distribution Details Performance
Distribution # of White # of Black # of Draws Treatment

Single-draw distribution class
1 1 1 1 ↓2 2 1 1

Three-draw distribution class
3 1 3 3
4 2 3 3 ↓5 3 3 3
6 4 3 3

This table summarizes the six distributions subjects face. Subjects face all six distribu-
tions in the Baseline and Payment Treatments. In both the Performance and Combined
Treatments, subjects start in Distribution 1 twice and Distribution 3 twice and one white
ball is added to the starting distribution for each correctly answered IQ question.
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Table 3: Summary of Data Collected from Each Subject

Starting Treatments
Distribution Baseline Payment Performance Combined

1 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 0 0
3 1 1 2 2
4 1 1 0 0
5 1 1 0 0
6 1 1 0 0
Σ 6 6 4 4

This table shows what information is gathered from each subject. There are six distri-
butions and four treatments. Each subject is asked about a total of 20 distributions. In
the Baseline Treatment, the subject is asked about all six distributions. In the Payment
Treatment, the subject is asked about all six distributions. In the Performance Treatment
and the Combined Treatment, the subject begins facing Distribution 1 twice and Distri-
bution 3 twice. Recall that in the Performance Treatment and the Combined Treatment
the actual distribution subjects face is endogenous to the number of IQ questions they
answer correctly and so may differ from the starting distribution.

Table 4: Number of Observations for each Treatment-Distribution Dyad

Starting Treatments
Distribution Baseline Payment Performance Combined Σ

1 125 125 86 88 424
2 125 125 92 102 444
3 110 117 22 24 273
4 119 122 40 62 343
5 123 125 94 74 416
6 124 124 51 45 344
Σ 726 738 385 395 2,244

This table shows the how many observations are collected for each distribution and ex-
perimental treatment pair.
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Table 5: Average Deviation from the Objective Distribution

[1] [2] [3] [4]

Correct IQ Answers -0.007∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Three-Draw Distribution . 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Male . . -0.02∗ -0.02∗∗

(0.009) (0.009)

Observations 726 726 726 726
R2 0.03 0.19 0.19 0.2
Order Dummies [N] [N] [N] [Y]

This table shows estimates from OLS regressions where the outcome variable is the abso-
lute difference between the Objective distribution and the Baseline Treatment distribution.
∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
Standard errors are clustered by individual.
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Table 6: Average Treatment Effects: Regressions

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

Payment Treatment 0.003 0.03∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.009) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03)

Performance Treatment 0.03∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03)

Combined Treatment 0.02∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.04)

Three-draw Distribution . -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Male . . . -0.009 0.0005 0.0007
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Correct IQ Answers . . . . -0.007∗∗∗ .
(0.002)

IQ × Pay. . . . . . -0.004∗

(0.002)

IQ × Perf. . . . . . -0.01∗∗∗

(0.003)

IQ × Combined . . . . . -0.01∗∗∗

(0.003)

Observations 1518 1518 1518 1518 1518 1518
R2 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06
Order Dummies [N] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]

This table shows estimates from OLS regressions where the outcome variable is shift,
which we have pooled across the Payment, Performance and Combined Treatments. ∗,
∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
Standard errors are clustered by individual.
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Table 7: Sample Size and Characteristics for Within Subject Shifts

IQ
Total Male Female Low High

Subjects 125 59 66 61 64
Observations (Treatment-Induced Shifts)

Total 1,518 730 788 746 772
Payment 738 352 386 360 378
Performance 385 184 201 191 194
Combined 395 194 201 195 200

Sample for Main Analysis
Payment and Performance 383 184 199 189 194
Combined, Payment and Performance 247 129 118 118 129

The sample sizes for the main analysis are determined by the number of subject-
distribution pairs that are observed for the relevant treatments. In Table 8 we only require
that subject-distribution pairs be present in the Payment and Performance Treatments,
resulting in 383 observations. For the analysis in Table 9 we apply an additional restric-
tion and require subject-distribution pairs to also be observed in the Combined Treatment,
resulting in 247 observations.
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Table 8: Main Results: Correlation between Optimism and Overconfidence

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

Optimistic Shift 0.66∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗ 0.62∗∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08)

Optimistic Shift-Squared . . . . 0.62∗∗∗

(0.24)

Male . 0.01 0.006 0.02∗ 0.02
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Correct IQ Answers . -0.009∗∗∗ -0.003 -0.004 -0.002
(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Constant 0.03∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04)

Observations 383 383 383 247 247
R2 0.32 0.34 0.41 0.46 0.48
Order Dummies [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Smaller Sample [N] [N] [N] [Y] [Y]

This table relates optimism to overconfidence. We present estimates from OLS regres-
sions where the outcome variable is Overconfident Shifts (shifti,d,performance) and the

explanatory variable of interest is Optimistic Shifts (shifti,d,payment).
∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indi-

cate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. Standard errors
are clustered by individual.
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Table 9: Main Results: How Optimism and Overconfidence Affect Beliefs

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

Overconfident Shift 0.65∗∗∗ . 0.5∗∗∗ 0.56∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗

(0.1) (0.09) (0.08) (0.09)

Optimistic Shift . 0.59∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09)

Male . . . 0.02 0.02
(0.02) (0.02)

Correct IQ Answers . . . -0.002 -0.001
(0.004) (0.004)

Constant 0.05∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.04 0.05
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.04) (0.04)

Observations 247 247 247 247 247
R2 0.51 0.41 0.54 0.52 0.53
Order Dummies [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [N] [N] [Y]
F-test statistic (φ2 = 1 & φ3 = 0) 10.85 12.37 16.26 16.96 16.60

This table relates optimism and overconfidence to shifts in the Combined Treatment. We
present estimates from OLS regressions where the outcome variable is Combined Treat-
ment Shifts (shifti,d,combined) and the explanatory variables of interest are Overconfident

Shifts (shifti,d,performance) Optimistic Shifts (shifti,d,payment). The F -test statistic is for
the joint hypothesis that the coefficient on Overconfident Shifts is equal to 1 and that the
coefficient on Optimistic Shifts is equal to zero, i.e., the null hypothesis is that biases in
beliefs in the Performance Treatment (which isolates overconfidence) are equal to biases
in the Combined Treatment. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%
and 1% levels, respectively. Standard errors are clustered by individual.
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Table 10: Robustness: Correlation between Optimism and Overconfidence

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

Payment Beliefs 0.8∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗ 0.4∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07)

Baseline Beliefs . 0.34∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06)

Male . . -0.006 -0.006 -0.02∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Correct IQ Answers . . 0.003 -0.002 -0.001
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 870 870 870 870 527
R2 0.66 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.76
Order Dummies [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [N] [Y] [Y]
Realization Dummies [N] [N] [N] [Y] [Y]
Smaller Sample [N] [N] [N] [N] [Y]

This table shows estimates from an OLS regression where the outcome variable is Per-
formance Treatment Beliefs (zi,d,performance) and the explanatory variables of interest are
Payment Treatment Beliefs (zi,d,payment) and Baseline Beliefs (zi,d,baseline) . ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗

indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. Standard errors
are clustered by individual.
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Table 11: Robustness: The Role of Optimism and Overconfidence

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

Performance Beliefs 0.6∗∗∗ . 0.46∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Payment Beliefs . 0.53∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Baseline Beliefs 0.26∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗ 0.14∗∗ 0.09
(0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Male . -0.04∗∗ . -0.03 -0.03
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Correct IQ Answers . . . 0.0006 -0.003
(0.004) (0.004)

Constant 0.06∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.06 0.15∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.04) (0.06)

Observations 527 527 527 527 527
R2 0.68 0.65 0.7 0.7 0.73
Order Dummies [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [N] [N] [Y]
Realization Dummies [N] [N] [N] [N] [Y]

This table shows estimates from an OLS regression where the outcome variable is Com-
bined Treatment Beliefs (zi,d,combined). Robust standard errors clustered at the subject-
level in parentheses. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
levels, respectively.
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Table 12: Treatment Effects and Main Results, averaged over distribution
class

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

Payment Treatment 0.008 0.04∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ . .
(0.006) (0.01) (0.03)

Performance Treatment 0.03∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗ . .
(0.009) (0.01) (0.03)

Combined Treatment 0.02∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ . .
(0.009) (0.01) (0.03)

Average Overconfident Shift . . . . 0.38∗∗∗

(0.08)

Average Optimistic Shift . . . 0.58∗∗∗ 0.55∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.12)

Three-draw Distribution . -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗ -0.003
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

Male . . 0.005 0.005 0.003
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Correct IQ Answers . . -0.009∗∗∗ -0.01∗∗∗ -0.003
(0.002) (0.004) (0.003)

Observations 747 747 747 248 248
R2 0.02 0.07 0.1 0.28 0.39
Order Dummies [N] [Y] [Y] [Y] [Y]
Distribution Dummies [N] [N] [Y] [Y] [Y]

Col (1) - (3) regress the shift variable on the three treatment dummies. In Col (4), the
outcome variable is the average Overconfidence shift and in Col (5) the outcome variable is
the average Combined Shift variable. Robust standard errors clustered at the subject-level
in parentheses. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels,
respectively. Standard errors are clustered by individual.
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Table 13: Robustness to Miscalibration

[1] [2] [3]

Optimistic Shift 0.35∗ 0.57∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗

(0.19) (0.1) (0.11)

Overconfident Shift . . 0.5∗∗∗

(0.11)

Male 0.05 0.04∗ 0.02
(0.07) (0.02) (0.02)

Correct IQ Answers -0.06∗∗∗ -0.02∗∗∗ -0.003
(0.01) (0.005) (0.005)

Constant 0.74∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗ 0.06
(0.13) (0.05) (0.05)

Observations 159 170 137
R2 0.23 0.39 0.54
Order Dummies [Y] [Y] [Y]

This table shows estimates from an OLS regression where the outcome variable is Baseline
Beliefs minus Combined Treatment Beliefs (shifti,d,combined) and the explanatory variables

of interest are Baseline Beliefs minus Payment Treatment Beliefs (shifti,d,payment) which
we denote “Optimistic Shift”. The other explanatory replaces our measures of overcon-
fidence (shifti,d,performance) with a variable that measures miscalibration as described.
∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
Standard errors are clustered by individual.
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Figure 1: Average Cumulative Distribution Functions Across Treatments
and Distributions This set of graphs plots the average belief in each treatment (Baseline,
Payment, Performance and Combined) and the Objective distribution. These graphs show
the average elicited belief from all subjects reported in Table 4.
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Figure 2: Average Treatment Effects. We plot histograms where each observa-
tion is a within-subject shift relative to Baseline Treatment deviation from the objective
distribution.2(a): Payment Treatment. 2(b): Performance Treatment. 2(c): Combined
Treatment.
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Figure 3: Optimism and Overconfidence. This figure relates Optimistic Shifts
(shifti,d,payment) and Overconfident Shifts (shifti,d,performance). The plot shows evidence
that optimistic individuals also tend to be overconfident.
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Figure 4: Optimism, Overconfidence and Beliefs in the Combined Treatment.
Panel 4(a) relates Optimistic Shifts ( shifti,d,payment) and Combined Treatment Shifts

(shifti,d,combined). The plot shows suggestive evidence that optimistic individuals also tend
to over-estimate high-payoff outcomes in the Combined Treatment, where individuals have
preferences over outcomes and performance plays a role in the distribution individuals face.
Panel 4(b) relates Overconfident Shifts (shifti,d,performance) and Combined Treatment

Shifts (shifti,d,combined). This plot suggests that overconfident individuals also tend to
over-estimate high-payoff outcomes in the Combined Treatment.
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Figure 5: Misclassification of Overconfidence. This figure summarizes the mis-
classification that results from ignoring the role of optimism. The 45-degree line illustrates
where Overconfident Shifts (shifti,d,performance) are equal to Combined Treatment Shifts

(shifti,d,combined). We can reject the null hypothesis that shifts in both settings are equal
(equivalent to the 45-degree line representing the data) at the 1% level. Further, obser-
vations in the upper-left quadrant show under-confident individuals are misclassified as
overconfident, while observations in the lower-right quadrant show overconfident individ-
uals are misclassified as under-confident.
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Figure 6: Imputed Belief. 6(a): Incorrect Answer. 6(b): Correct Answer.
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Figure 7: Calibration. This figure shows the average calibration at the subject-level,
which is measured as the difference between the subject’s imputed belief and the subject’s
proportion of correctly answered IQ questions.
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